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Web based software development
Web-based software is software that runs on the internet and is accessible using a web browser. Deploying
web-based software has many benefits compared to traditional software for example,
* Web-based software is accessible worldwide through the internet. Employees, customers and
relations have access to the software any time, any place.
* Web-based software only needs to be maintained on one system (one point of administration) and
does not have to be installed on client computers, saving time and money.

Xsdot web-based software development
Xsdot has been practicing web-based software implementations for over 10 years and developed a web
application server to run and host its web-based software solutions. The Xsdot application server contains all
common functions that are needed to run web-based software in a healthy and secured environment. On top
of the Xsdot application server many components and services have been developed for the usage of creating
web-applications.
Because of our long-term experience, large bag of ready to use web services and a through roughly tested
application server, Xsdot is able to develop any web-based solution rapidly for an affordable price.
Xsdot Web Application server
Xsdot’s application server is a hierarchical and services based application server. All Xsdot software solutions
are developed using smaller services that combined define a final usable web application. Any services that
you buy are reusable and compatible (See Xsdot application server for more information).
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Xsdot web software specifications
Xsdot mostly develops software with Java (J2EE) using Xsdot's application server. Java is a programming
language developed by Sun Microsystems. Benefits of Java are,
*
*
*
*

Proven and stable platform (first choice for example banking organisations)
Platform independent (Runs on Windows, Macintosh and Linux operating systems)
Java is open source enabling to review and change source code.
Java is object-oriented enabling heavy and complex software solutions.

Xsdot's application server is a complete web server platform for hosting and maintaining services and
applications. Some benefits of the Xsdot application server are,
*
*
*
*
*
*

Stable and reliable platform (has been running for over 6 years)
Platform independend (Runs on Windows, Macintosh and Linux operating systems)
Contains all needed services for running & hosting web applications and sites.
Is a component and hierarchical based web application server.
Contains more than 180 ready to use web services for rapid web developent.
Able to host and manage multiple applications and sites in one tool.
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